
6XX  SUBJECT ANALYSIS BLOCK

FIELD LIST

600 Personal name used as subject
601 Corporate body name used as subject
602 Family name used as subject
604 Name and title used as subject
605 Title used as subject
606 Topical name used as subject
607 Geographical name used as subject
608 Chronological term used as subject*
609 Form heading*
610 Uncontrolled subject terms
620 Place access
627 Key word
675 Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)
676 Dewey Decimal Classification
680 Library of Congress classification
686 Other class numbers

Within the shared cataloguing system subject headings are entered in structured form in fields 600–609
according to the principles of the chosen subject heading system (e.g. lists of subject headings or thesaurus).
For uniform subject indexing in shared cataloguing, the COBISS General List of Subject Headings (SGC),
which is also available as an authority database, is used, although subject headings from other systems
can be added to records as well. The rules for subject indexing with the COBISS General List of Subject
Headings (SGC) are described in the Subject indexing with SGC instruction manual, which is available
on the SGC website https://www.cobiss.si/sgc/. When adding subject headings from other systems, the
general directions, i.e. the basis for the term selection and subject phrase design to follow are the principles,
which were presented in the publication Splošni slovenski geslovnik: navodila za predmetno označevanje
knjižničnega gradiva in geslovnik. Ljubljana: Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica, 2002, or principles from
other recognized systems for subject analysis. E.g. for more detailed definition on the field of medicine the
terms from MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) are used.

The establishment of the SGC authority database and the implementation of subject heading authority
control in the shared cataloguing system have changed the way the data is entered in 60X fields has changed.
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SGC subject headings are not entered manually but are transferred from the authority database. The link
between the authority records and subject headings in 60X fields is established via the subfield 60X3 –
Authority record number.

When the subject headings are linked to SGC, do not enter the non-preferred forms in bibliographic records,
whereas for other subject headings, they are entered in fields 960–969.

The retrieval goes simultaneously by fields 600–609 and 960–969. Fields 960–969 are linked to fields 600–
609 with subfield 6 in which at both connected fields a two-digit number is entered (01–99).

Subfield 2 is used while entering fields 600–609 and 960–969; in subfield 2 the system code for subject
headings is entered that is selected from the code list. If you use a local subject system in a local language that
is not included in the code list, do not enter this subfield, but in every other case, this subfield is mandatory.

The following code list containing the system codes of subject headings is not completed and it is modified
and updated according to actual needs:

CAE National Library of Canada subject headings (English version)
CAF National Library of Canada subject headings (French version)
EET European Educational Thesaurus

EET/slv European Educational Thesaurus/Slovenian translation
EUROVOCE EUROVOC Thesaurus (English version)
EUROVOCS EUROVOC Thesaurus (Slovenian version)

GZL Literature Subject Headings
INIS International Nuclear Information System: Thesaurus

INIS/slv International Nuclear Information System: Thesaurus/Slovenian
translation

LC Library of Congress Subject Headings
It was published on https://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html

LCCH Library of Congress Children's Subject Headings
MECH MECH - Mechanical Engineering
MESH Medical Subject Headings

It was published on https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov

MESH/slv Medical Subject Headings/Slovenian translation
NAL U.S. National Agricultural Library subject headings
NUK General Slovenian Subject Vocabulary

It was published on https://sssg.nuk.uni-lj.si

PKK Catholic Subject Headings
RPLB R"kovodstvo za predmetizacja na literaturata v bibliotekite
SGC COBISS.SI general list of subject headings

It was published on https://plus.cobiss.net/cobiss/si/en/sgc

TPIT Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms
TPIT/slv Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms/Slovenian translation

eng local subject headings in English

Subfield 2 is also used at field 686 where codes from the code list for classification systems are entered.
More detailed instructions are presented at field 686.
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